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RANDALL MANUFACTURING REINFORCES ITS COMMITMENT TO BE AN INDUSTRY TOTAL SOLUTION AT 2016
IFDA DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS CONFERENCE
Company highlights Temperature Control and Access products, features new trailer curtains and floor deployed
platforms; giving customers greater options from a single-source provider.




Randall unveils new rear and side door pull down curtains, the latest addition to its trailer curtain line
Randall expands its Floor Deployed Platform (FDP) product series to feature larger work surfaces and safety
features
Company continues to hone its standing as the only single-source solution to the foodservice distribution
industry of both Temp Control and Access products

ELMHURST, IL (October 3, 2016) Randall Manufacturing will showcase its Temp Control and Access products for the
foodservice distribution industry at the IFDA Distribution Solutions Conference taking place October 16-18 at the Tampa
Convention Center, Tampa, Florida.
Randall Manufacturing continues to take up the challenge to engineer and build innovative Temp Control and Access
products that address the industry’s need for products that accelerate performance, safety, and reliability from a singlesource provider.
Fred Jevaney, president of Randall Manufacturing, said, “We pride ourselves on being able to provide our customers
with the latest and most sophisticated solutions. This year the industry is facing greater regulatory pressure along with
the ongoing mission to provide safer, stronger Access products that increase driver productivity and safety. We’re
looking forward to IFDA to present our latest innovations that help answer our customers’ greatest challenges.”
Highlights of Randall Manufacturing’s Temp Control and Access portfolio that will be showcased on the company’s Road
Tour vehicle in booth #621 include:


The New Rear and Side Door Pull Down Trailer Curtains - Randall’s latest trailer temp control curtain suits both
the rear and side door. This Pull-Down Curtain mimics the operation of a roller-shade effectively providing
temperature control and ease of operation. Side door version is expected to include the option of manual or
powered operation. The Pull-Down Curtain is designed to help comply with regulatory requirements.



New FDP 4128 is an extension of the popular FDP 3123 with a 41” wide and 28” deep work surface, integrated
ladder, and new grab handle. The integrated grab handle easily deploys and stows with the platform and ladder
while providing the driver an additional point of contact for increased safety.
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New FDP 3136 provides the driver with 36” of workable platform depth. This floor deployed platform’s versatile
design allows for use as a ramp-ready platform with a ladder. Additionally, the platform can be used in
conjunction with a Randall walkramp for greater delivery safety and productivity.



Straight and Folding Walkramps that are quickly becoming the industry’s preferred walkramp feature Randall’s
ultra-durable, signature walk surface, strength of its interlocking panels, and unique driver-focused features.



Elevated Platform – the industry’s fastest to deploy and stow middle side door platform. Deploying to floor
level, this expansive platform accommodates a walkramp or ladder in both the parallel or perpendicular
positions. A true game-changing platform that complements the Randall Z Bulkhead to access both the frozen
and refrigerated sections with middle door delivery.

Randall’s Temp Control product line including - Bulkheads, Center Divide Systems, Trailer Curtains, and Pallet Covers will
also be on display. Attendees can view the company’s Center Divide System, Bulkhead and new Rear Pull-Down Curtain
at the Vanguard National Trailer booth #452 in full-size application.
“Since the launch of the Randall Access line at IFDA 2011, many of the largest foodservice and convenience store
distributors have chosen to utilize Randall Access product line with many more distributors expected to make the move
to Randall in the near future,” said Jevaney. “In conjunction with our proven line of premium Temp Control products,
we are committed to providing the industry with a single-source for Temp Control and Access products.”
About IFDA Distribution Conference
IFDA Distribution Conference 2016 convenes foodservice distributors, vendors and partners for three-day long forums
and vendor expos focused on the latest equipment and technology, operational best practices and leadership skills. For
more information on IFDA 2016, visit http://www.ifdaonline.org/
About Randall Manufacturing
Randall Manufacturing’s Temp Control division is the nation’s leading manufacturing of insulated products that help
maintain proper temperature control within refrigerated trailers. What started with its flagship bulkhead line has grown
into the most extensive temperature control product portfolios in the logistics industry.
Randall Access offers a full portfolio of trailer access products including straight and folding walkramps, platforms, steps,
and ladders for delivery vehicles. For more information about Randall Access and Randall Temp Control, please visit
www.randallaccess.com and www.randallmfg.com/temp-control

